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ftlr learning lab and. lnft) Services
ing both the university officials
which is being privately rai~ed
and the library services.
through fundraisers such as the
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
"However, combining our
Century Campaign.
services will be difficult. ·we will
''Tlie earliest possible date
.
have to go somewhere, and within
for renovating Schmidt is the
Xavier students have been
. McDonald there really isn't that
summer.of
'98,
but
that'
is
very
hearing rumors regarding the '
much extra space."
future location of Fr. Hoff's office c~ntingent upon. the amount of
·
Director of Libraries Dr.
money
available'
and
a
number'
of
for several years, but specific ·
JoAnne Young agrees. She said,
scheduling
issues,"
said
Viceplans for the move remain
President of Financial Affairs Dr. "We've met with the architect to
obsolete.
try todefine'what kinds of spaces
Richard Hirt~
The Lodge Learning Lab,
are
best suited for. the kinds of
The president's office is ...
currently focated on· the second
activities
and expectations fo'r
currently located on the third
floor of Schmidt Hatl, will
both
of
our
services and collecfloor of the University Center, ·
become the new home to Xavier
tions."
where expansion is not feasible.
University PresidentFr. James
Ideally, library staff
Hirte said, "They're
.Hoff within the 'next two or three
meinbers
would like to see either a
'.
cramped for space right now'
years. · .
new·
building
or a separate .room
·especially in a lackpf storag~
; · · ' Although 1nfonnation"
Lodge
for
ratherthimhave
to
regardirig'the ptissibiiitY'bf ili6 . · space. OurBoard.iofTrusteesis
·incorporate
e~erything
into
expanding also: and.the Lodge
move
released iri Xavier's
Learning Lab would allow us·to · · McDonaid~ . . · ·
Master Plan i# Sepf of 1996,
An addition built onto
· have a large university meeting
administrators are waiting until
McDonald Library would also not
150
people."
.
area
for
renovations of Hinkle Hall, ·
be feasible because of the strucThe general opinion seems
scheduled to begin this spring; are ·
ture of the building.
,
to
be
one
of
acceptance.
Head
of
completed before definite plans ·
Lodge
Learning
Lab
Betty
Porter
are made.
.
' ·'
said, "There are a lot of good
(see Presidential page 5)
. The process also depends
things
to be said about centralizgreatly·upon secured funding

BY KARA BENKEN
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Lenny Brown and the Musketeers bounced backfr~m ashocking loss ·
to Duquesne on Saturday and defeated Rhode lsland91-79 last night.
I
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·''Come on··' .and· kiss me ·Kate''
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BY SHAUNA POPE .,
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. John C; Quinn oric~ said,
''Editing ~ hewspapeds the ml:>st fun
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XU Players tackle the bard

.·be performing tli"irrendition·of.
wi1li~·shlike~p·~are;s/ : :;-.~' ·;
. , · 1; iqU,·~iµi.hayewith}'.QQr\C.19,lje,s;o1'.'.';: •.
·"Taniiii&' Mili~ ~llreW•; W<>in~ •..· ,
. ~~rjh~ l!ios~ Part.:9u~.t\\'.!lSjig~t, Q~t
tlJ.e'j(Jb hasit's share of headaches also: 'Feb; l3to· t6 in the:u~versity ·.
· · Rigiitnow TheN~wswire is

CenterTheatre. Eachperfor- ·
. ···1miiice willbegfo.~at s:p.riL·:···
. Tickets
$3 for . . .
ceritiiry (now that we are almost in the.
student~;$7.for general ·
21st) by utilizing digital photography
technology. Ever since we were
.
admission and will be available
moved out of our old offices, we have
starting today at the Xavier
been without a darkrooin, a n.;a:j;;-~-part --Theatre Box Office.
·
of any newspaper operation. HopeVictorian-style refreshfully this new equipment will help us .
ments will be provided.
make up for that. . .
The classic play is the
This issue marks our.first real story of Kate (Sarah Dane), a
trial with our new toys . I have no idea ·
nasty, ill-tempered woman, and
wh;it the pictures will look like. They
Petruchio (Chris Dake), the
may be great, they may be average, .
man who sets about to "tame" ·
they may look like mud. There's a
her.
certain amount of fear that.goes''along
Petruchio first meets Kate·
with an uncertainty like that. It's sort
when
he goes to visit friends in
oflike bungee jumping or jet ski , •.
Padua,
where.she liveswith her
racing,. it's a bit of a rush. I love it.
·
·
·
·
·
father
and
Iler sister,-Bianca.
Of course, I do most of my
editing naked too.
(see Xu Players page 12)
.··

· aHernptin'g fomove foto tlie 20th · · '

.

are

Sarah Dane and Chris D~ke attempt to "Tame"one another with Shakespeare.
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Awarding. excellence
Applications are now being accepted for the Paul L.
O'Connor, S.J., Scholarship and the Thomas G. Savage,
S.J., Scholarships. The O'Connor Scholarship is awarded
to a full-time junior and will be worth $5,000, applied to
the winner's tuition for his/her senior year. It is awarded
based upon both academic and extracurricular achievemen_ts and contributions. Students from allthree colleges
are eligible. The two Savage Scholarships, worth $3,000
each, are awarded to two full-time current sophomores or
juniors. St~dents will be selected for their dediCation to ·
and excellence in the humanities. The deadline'is Feb. 28.
For more information, consult the main ·bulletin board in ·
the lobby of Alter Hall, or the office of the Associate Dean,
Aiter 124.

Peaceillaker lecture
The Peace Studies_ Committee is sponsoring a lecture
by Director_ of the Department of Peace Studies.for ·
Manhattan College Dr. Joseph J. Fahey entitled The
Peacemiike~ as Mission. It will be held on Tuesd~y. Feb. 4
at 7:30in the Terrace Room. For more information; call
745-3046.

Scholarship .winners
The wiriners of the Fredin Memorial Scholarship for
.1997 are Tonya M. Rawe and Anthony C. Stieritz. Their
scholarships will pay a· substantial part of the cost of a
s,unurier and one semester of study at the Sorbonne in
Paris, France;

More recruits
M.O.R.E. (Muskies Own Recruitment Effort) is .
looking for people to help recruit the class of 2001. Those
interested should catl 745-2949 by Feb. 5.
~mplled
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was accepted in May:. He formally
entered the Noviti~te iltAugust.
. "This was amysterious-time. I .
had to sell my apartment, my car, my
There is a new face ori
· collection of antiques. I had to get
.campus this semester. His name is
rid of everything except my clothes,
Dr. David De Marco, N.S.J.
but !didn't miss all the material
De Marco came to Xavier to
things. It felt good to simplify my
work on his final steps towards
life,'' said De M,arco.
becoming a Jesuit. . .
As all Jesuits have to do, De
In addition to working with
Marco took a pilgrimage where he
SpiritualDevelopment; · De Marco
decided to combine medicine and
is also sitting in with various.clubs
helping the poor on several Indian
at the Dorothy Day House, helping
· res.ervations out west.
.with the upcoming Contact Retreat,
·Following.his pilgrimage, he
speaking with pre-ined students, ·.
· - went to Peru to. study spanish, social
and simply listening to and talking .
ju~tice and cross culture_ work. •.
· with students.
·pilot«> by Ramon DeJ~ns . . . "Whiie I was.there,
. . . .llearned
._ ...
De Marco is currently a
Dr~ David De Marcois,here t_o .·that all Amencans·_sllcmldlookatour
novice Jesuit. Before he takes the
prepare for his finalleg of the
culture through the eye~ of another
vows of poverty, chastity and
journey to becominga Jesuit.
. culture, .We are gi-aeedwith abun.·
· ·
· · ·
darice and we take thatfor granted,"
obedience he must prepare and
De Marcofelt enc6uraged to
. said De Marco. .
. . .
.
perform various types of ministry.
pe Marco is nearing the
·- . ·
•·
• Now he:is here. at Xavier as he
continue.on this path.
completion of this two year journey
In the Winter.of1994, De · ·'near~ the end of his journey.
MarcC>fraveledto Honduras to
"l hopeto make myseif
and will be taking his vows in
August.
avrulable to listen wherever lean,"
set rip. a medical _cli~ic and a .
No_t only is De Marco._ .
sinall phllrmacy/ De Marco said. said De Marco~·
h~ was the ~nly physicfan there .
DeMarco will be at Xavier
studyingto become aJesuit, but he
is also a medical doctor._· . .
. ' until micl-May. Then he will resume
. ~ and it WaS a v~ry humbling
De Marco got his under...
ministry on the· reservations, study
experience for him; . . . .
graduate degree in Biology and
. Jesuit:history and after taking his
. "Coffiing out of that . ·
experienceI cllII\e.io appreciate · vows in Aug.; he will go to I.Oyola ·
Philosophy from Wittenberg
·University; He then attended the
the hope the Hondurans had,"
·University in Chicago to study
·.
theology, philosophy and healthcare
said De Marco> · ·· ·
Northeastern Ohio l]niversity
·
College of Medicine.
ethics.
.
.·He ,eventually Crune back
His residency wa8 in int~mal
to the U.S;:and worked.with
After that De Marco said he is
medicine at the Cleveland Clinic,
Project USA, which places not sure where he will be.
and he taught and practic~
·need~d physidans on ln_dian
. · De Marco .used the analogy of
· ·reseryatjons ..... · · · · ·
,being in the dark when describing his
_medicine ilt Wright State in
.=. D,hyton,·.Qhio. ·
_ . .·.,_. ·_. ..
' ·,:,~As he,vvorked on a .
, way to God., , .
.· ,._.
· ·As he continued working in
"lam no betterorholierthan
reservation ofl0,000 in Red
Lake, Millnesota De Marco said anyone else. lam stumbling around
medicine, De Marco said he began
he haet asens~ that
was . . . with the restof humanity trying to
to feel'drawn to do service work·.
discern where God is i11viting me to and to give something back to the . wprkirig through him in tltese
selfless.acts of service... ·
go. We are allin this together. ·I am
underserved.
.
.
.
De
.
stumbling
along with my· fellow
·
This
is
the
pointwliere
In 1993, De Marco elected io
. take leave from his practiceand go · . Marco decided to go to Chicago· human. beings ttying to find the
path,'' said De Marco.
on an eight day lgnatian retreat at · to live in a Jesuit community;: .
In the spring of1995, De·
the Milford Spiritual Center.
.
Marco applied tci the Jesuits and ·
During and after the retreat·
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY
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BY SARAH KELLEY
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.. · Tuesd8y, Jan, 21;8:2op;01;·::.

A resident student reported· $27 Qlissirig from· the. wallet she·.
had inadv~rteritly left iri'the:C:areteria.' . · · · · · · ·
·
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. .·_ .Wednesday, Jan~ 22, 6:00 p.m.
A Village resident repol:tecl his· mountain. l:iike was· stolen
-·. while attached io)t railirig' along Li.rider Hall. · .
Saturoay, Jan. 25, 11:00 p.m. ·
While_ returning home from an off-campus house party, a
resident student.was accosted by two teenage boys who
demanded the student give them his jacket and wallet while
held af knifepoint. The stU~ent was able _to defend'himself
·
and escape'unharmed with his possessions .. · .

Security ~ote of the Week
-

·.. -·.......

..

. Wednesday~J~n. 15, 4:30 p.m.
Someone attempted to steal the license plate off of a
student's vehic:le while. it was parkedjn the Village Lot.
-compiled by Kara Benken

. The Disney World Get-Away .
Dance 011 Friday; Jan:J 7 wai a,·.- '
. 'dream 'come tI'udqrjuniorKaren · <.
. Cornett and her friend Todd Spider;.· .
· · "1 spent $25 on·taffle.titkets; ·
and so ciici Todd. Iw~ prepafed_. . ·
·too win,"said Cornett
' ..·
. Cornett ~aid ~hat her main .
incentive for going to th~ .dance was
. photo submitted by Karen Cornett
the trip. After quickly packing and. ·
Junior Karen Cornett and her friend acted like kids in the land of
. calling disbelieving familymem.: :_
·
Disney.
·
.
. . . .. . '
.
.
..
hers,· Cornett and Spider were taken
' ' They also enjoyed dinner at an
the things we lovedwhenwe
directly to a hotel in Cincinnati at
. were little kids. W~ had. IOt of: . e)!:pensive rt!Staurant and an extra: day
t:30a.m. · · _. ·
.• __ ·• •. _·
Eady Saturday incirning; the · fun remiriisdng," said Cornett. · · at Epcot Center. ....· ._ · .
The only complaint Cornett
·During the day, Cornett
. •· two winners were flown to Florida:
had was the cold we~ther.
said they spent their time on -·
for th~ir weekend get~away; · .
. ' ''I was'fo such a frenzy when I
rides and at differeritattractfons. ·
After checking iri atthe .'·
"The best ride 'was the Old won, that I forg()t to pack a coat. It
Sheraton Lakeside Hotel, Cornett.
West Railroad in the Magic
forty degrees at riight, but it .. .
and Spider ventured into ·
· .·.
Kingdom,'' said Cornett.•
· · didn't put a dimlper on us al all," said
Disneyworld;
·
Cornett said much of their Cornett.
· ·
·· · ·
. Cornett said neither ofthem
spending money went toward
. had been thtlre for years.
"We wanted to see and do all. souvenirs.

was.

Award Packet Descriptions for the awards listed on this page
· are available in the following locations:
· ·•· University Center Information Desk
• Office of Residence Life
• The Com:muter Intormcition Center
· • Dorothy Day House
• Faculty Services
• · International Student Services
• X-tra Copies· of forms will be in
Student Services Hallway

•
•
•
•

Student Services hallway
Multicultural Affairs
Loyola House
Recreational Sports

•
•
•
•
•

Silver & Gold X-Key Achievement Awards
•
Board of Trustees Excellence
•
Outstanding Advisor of the Year
•
Outstanding Contribution to Commuter Students •
Outsta~ding Contribution to Non-Trad Students •

the:

Cultural Diversity Awards
Loyola Medal
Dorothy Day Medal
.Streicher Spirit of Xavier .Award
Sally Watson Leadership Award

Queetlone '!Jhduld lie directed to Klmtzerl!e Goldelzerry,
A66oc. Director of Student Service for Le21der6hlp 21nd.Orient21tlon @ x:3205.

ALL AWARD MATERIALS ARE DUE' BY :12:00 NOON

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1997
· Return them to Student Services 0 .ML #2124

.Let S.tar .Banl<.; ~elp . you use your new _X~vier flLL Card for all it's
. worth._ just visit Star Bankers at the Un1vers1ty .C~nter on the
dates below. Find out how_ you can:
- ·
·. -··tlse·.your f\11 Card as an ATM·· card
·,._. • take·:~dvantage of great banking··bene'fits like~ ..

•·• •·•~:l~~~:~e:~f;jt~'nljc;r

a

0nly.$J:.OO month

_, · <·,.-:ifii-feefoY Star Ban:~·' MAC ATM transactions*
• bank by PC free: theck balances, transfer funds,
review account transactions, e-mail the bank and more
• assistance with student loans and other financing options_·

~~~---------------_J
IC
UI
UI ,

~. ·'.

UI
~
Cl)

:a

:s

~~STARBANK
~ Bank Without BoUndaries
*See Xavier Univers~ty Financial.Servic~s Brochure for complete details.

.

Equal Housing .Lender

MEMBER FDIC
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Cafeteria serves up new
director of food service
BY AMY ZYWICKI
THE XAVIER. NEWSWIRE

Have you noticed some
changes in the dining room since
last semester? Well, it looks as if
some of these changes can be
attributed to our new food service
director John Andrews.
'Andrews filled the position
once held by Frank Fortin. Fortin
came in June of 1996 but shortly
after, was offered a job on the east
coast with his wife and took left
Xavier in October.
In the past six years, Xavier
· has had five new food service
directors.
Andrews has an intensive
background working in hospitals
and restaurants.
He was the general manager
at the University of Chicago and the
New food service director John Andrews hopes to bring about the
director of Grandview and
changes students are looking for in the cafeteria.
Southview Hospital.
He was attracted to Xavier ,
one gets what they want."
Bessegato.
due to the diversity of services as
· There are also three
Andrews is also respoli-.
· sibl~ for the overall account
well as the potential for growth.
more additions to·the adminisAssociate Vice President for
from Aramark (Xavier's food
trative staff: Sharon Mountz
Student Development Sylvia
service company) in addition to
(Director of Catering), Missy
Bessegato was eager for Andrews to making sure all the catering
Snyder (Catering Coordinator)
begin working at Xavier.
needs are being met.
and Doug Watson (Musketeer
"John has a good understandHe is in charge of revising Manager).
ing of what we want here at Xavier;
the menus in accordance with
According to Andrews,
students' feedback, while at the ·. "Catering is important and has
the idea that students are first and
foremostin campus dining," she
same time, trying to make the
probably been the weakest
·
said.
·· area. When it is not running
cafeteria more inviting by
changing the overall appearariJe: well; it effects everything;
According to Bessegato,
Andrews realizes the enormous ·
Andrews is also involved
therefore our major focus is
in the training of the staff in
_consistency.
responsibilities of his job and
"We want to d_o a good
therefore stresses the importance of . order to make them professionals.
job every day in regards to
teamwork.
"When you talk to John
keeping the students happy."
"I realize I can't do things
alone," said Andrews, "I want to
you really get the sense that he
build a team here, both with
listens and is eager to please.
Whatever the customer wants,
students and management, and
together we will make sure everythat's what they get," said

Dangers of dating on-line
New York-"Chat" rooms,
are among the most popular
features of the Internet. They're
also the most dangerous, experts
say.
·''The medium is really a
playground for manipulative
kinds of people," said Gail
Thackary, a Phoenix prosecutor
who has been tracking computer
crimes for more than 20 years.
''The Internet is a magnet
for sociopaths. There's always a
danger." The technology makes
it easy for people with similar
intc;;rests, from metaphysics to
Maya Angelou, to.find each other
and begin an on-line relationship.
But it also makes it easier
for a troubled stranger to gain the
trust of a person who might
ultimately become his or her
victim.
In a bizarre case, a Virginia .
woman discovered four months
into her marriage that her spouse,
whom she first met in a ''chat
room," was actually a woman.
Margaret Anne Hunter, 24,

said she and Holly a.k.a.
how a disturbed person uses
"Thome" Groves, 26, exchanged charm and conversation to gain
daily mails, then phone calls,
a victim's trust.
then eventually met in Mexico.
Experts agree that the
Internet is quickly becoming
Groves, who Hunter still refers
to as "he," had the appearance of the hot place for singles to
meet.
a man and claimed tohave AIDS
· Eric Agustin of The
to avoid intimacy.
Marshall
McLuhan Center for
"I know thatwhat he did
was incredibly hurtful and cruel. Media Sciences in Toronto
predicts that Internet sex will
As to why he did it, I.don't
replace phone sex within the
know," said Hunter.
. Thackary says people who next two years. "A face-toare wary of meeting strangers on face encounter, not an Internet
meeting, is the best way to lay
the street are far less cautious.
the foundation for a quality
when they get to know someone
in a chatroom. "People arrive at · relationship, because you
might never know what the
intimacy through this medium
much faster than they would in a other person looks like," said
relationship," said Thackeray.
Agustin.
The problem, Thackeray
Agustin said that
said is that it's a false sense of ·
possibly the most significant
point that can be made against
intimacy.
·
"You only know the
virtual relationships progressing into physical relationships
virtual identity that you've been
is that you really don't know
permitted to see," said
the person you are dealing
Thackeray.
Investigators use the term
with.
-College Press Services
"grooming a victim" to describe
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Presidential move impacts student· services
(continued from page 1) ·
The most likely plan
involves incorporating most of
Lodge's services into McDonald
while findinganotherpface for the
five stories of stacks currently
located in Schmidt's three floors.
Young said "We have no
plans to incorporate the stacks and
no plans to get rid of the older
volumes either. These books do
get used, just not on a regular
basis."
One possible place for the
stacks is a separate storage facility
such as a warehouse of some kind.
None of the options for the
move of Lodge Learning Lab are ·
without implications, since every
space in McDonald is currently
being used.
.
Library officials stressed
that the number of study spaces

for students will not be reduced.
Young said, "We are fully
prepared to make a very functional and compatible use of
McDonald and Lodge if the need
arises."
Young also looks forward' to
the possibility of moving library
services ahead technolOgically
with an increase in efficiency.
Meanwhile, Lodge workers
hope the casual atmosphere and
character of the lab are maintained. .
Porter said, "Lodge has an
atmosphere that is conducive to
education majors cooperating and
collaborating on projects. I hope
we don't lose that comfortable
feel in the move."
Debbie Hines is a senior
tra.nsfer student and education
major who works at Lodge. Her

first concern is that administrators
All of Schmidt Hall will be · will be a monumental process
because of the central system
have thought this process through · reno~~ted for the use of Xavier
which
handles all of Xavier's data
before any movementoccurs.
· admmtstrators except the
andtelephone
information
She said, "How are they
Comptroller's office (renovated
including
voice
mail and internet
going to do that and let us work on last year), which will most likely
access.
The
future
destination of
all of our education projects? 1.
remain in its current location. This
ISS
is
also
undetermined.
will include adding an elevator,
am concerned because the ·
The empty space in the
education department is very
new windows, interior improveUniversity
Center, however, will
important to this school; and we
ments and roofreplacement. All
not
be
difficult
to fill. Plans are
three Western Row buildings have
need lots of room for projects."
.
already
being
made
to move more
Hines also stressed the less
already been connected to the
student
offices
to
the
third floor to
formal and less structured feel of · central utility system.
give
the
University
Center
more
Lodge. "There is so much
The first and second floors
of
an
undergraduate
focus.
student-teacher bonding at Lodge, of Schmidt, which 'currently house
"I think the service demands
Information Systems and Services
and all of us help each other with
for
club
and student space have
projects and equipment," she said: (ISS) and Xavier's central
The equipment Hines speaks computer system, will most likely increased a great deal over the
past couple years," said Hirte.
of are laminating machines,
be offices for the Vice-President
"This is an exciting future
machines that produce overhead
of Academic Affairs, the Adminagenda for construction and
istrative Vice-President and the
transparencies, and machine<s that
everything else. The bottom line
Vice-President of FinanCial _
bind lesson plans-all of which
is it will take a resource commitmust be incorporated into the
Administration.
main library.
Moving the computer center ment to get it done."

1==-==================~
• Two S·week sessions
• More than 75 quality
education courses
• French Immersion 3-week
Program
• College Preview High School
Program
• Pont-Aven Art Program
For informotion:

The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-4
60 East 42nd St., Suite 1463
New York, New York· 10165
Tel. .(212) 983-1414
Fax (212) 983-0444
Web site ·http://www.aup.fr
Email • Summer@aup.fr
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Eu1tor1a..as·
Everyone's had an uncle
who told the story about the
money tree. !twas a treethar
actually. grev/money; dolJar bills
and all.
·
·
.
Whenever & person would
shake thetree, money would fall.
Not toworry though, because the
money that fell was replaced by
more cold-hard cash. This story
was believable at a young. age.
However, once grown up, the
thought that we could have·eveti
fallen for such a.story seems. .
ludicrous: ·. ·.· ... ·. ·. ·
·
:N~w we'llfein college and
it seems some ofus still haven)
figured out that the money tre~
story was only a tall-tale. Some
of us, being Xavier administra~
tors, for they are once again
increasing our tuition to attend
this university. ·
Recently, the board of
trustees approved a 5.4-percent
increase which .will skyrocket the
. cost of attending XU to around .
' $6;800 a semester; In addition,
room and board will jump up 4
percent.·
Now, itlooks as though
inany students and their parents
will have to scramble to find ·.
ways to make up. for the increase.
Those students who are on
their own and aren't dependent
upon their parents for triition wiff

"
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now be forced fo firid extra cash
· in addition work~n~ iblHirne
to pay for tuition. Plus, they
must worry about their grades ~
whatthe studentis here fodn the
first piace. It seems Xavier · ·
overlooks this in favor of a
healthy bottom line.
. A major point Xavier
makes is that out of28 Jesuit
schools, we. are 23rdin tu,ition
.
.
.
ranking. Only .five Jesuit schools
. are cheaper thanXavic;:r. This is
reminiscent of another childhood
men:i.ory, or shouid I say tactic, .
in this case: justifying a pofot or
.. ·cause b~cause someone else is
doing it. In Xavier's case,
BY STEVE SMITH ..
"Georgetown's doing it, so why
THE
XAVIER NEWSWIRE .
can't we?"
·· •·Enough is enough. A
Another minute goes by,
Xaviet parent recently said, "It
which turns into another hour,
seems like the only thing we get
then a day, week, month and
more from Xavier than the bills,
before you know it, another year.
are the letters asking for more
It seems as if in the blink of an
. money."
eye, a quarter of your life has .•.
Xavier is a good school ·
. already passed by and where did , .
. and students do appreCiate the
· the time go?
dedicated faculty and statt.
The days of coming home
However,· if the university
after a tough day of fourth grade
continues to increase the amount
with nothing to worry about, ·
around the comer. It just doesn't
we pay for the education, many
•.except getting home. that night
get any better than our 21st
of u's are not going to be abie to
before
the
street
lights
come
on,
birthday. Nothing can stop us,
stay here.
··
are dearly missed. The days of
we've reached the summit.
Just remember, money ·
· cruising around to.wn on ten
There's nothing we can't do.
doesn'tgrow on trees .•...
speeds or BMX bikes, oblivimis to
. ·.· However, it's not the .
the world and allthe reality that . . change that happens ori those
comes with it, are a memory.
birthdays or the move to college
News ·
We dreani.ed of th.e day
that really transforms us. What
Virginia Sutcliffe
truly alters us is the entii:e college ··
when we could replace that
Kara Benken
bicycle with a car- that's when
experience.
Opinions and Editorials
life would be perfect. The
We catch ourse,lves dreamA STUDENTS' JOURNAL
Jeff Davis
summer nights driving around
ing and worrying about the future.
Steve Smith
town with the car windows down,
Little things begin to matter more
©Copyright 1997
Sports
s_unroofopen,' music blasting and' a . and the big things don't seem ·
Circulation. 3,000
Pete Holtennann
brand new drivers license are gone quite as big. A feeling offear
.
E-Mail: .
,
Tom "Sports Guru" Decorte
too.
begins to develop in our bodies
XUNEWS@xavier.xu.edu
Diversions
Our next fairytale was the
and we don't understandit. At
Soren Baker
biggest day of ourlives, our 18th
times, we think that a grasp on all
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF/
·Shauna
Pope
birthday. So. many new opportuof this is achieved, and it may be,
PUBLISHER
Photography
nities opened up .to us.'· We could
but to understand it is impossible.·
PATRICK AYERS
Deena Delfosse
get into d.ance clubs, register to
Thoughts ofemployment, a place
MANAGING EDITOR ...
· Calendar/ Fun Page
vote, buy cigarettes legally and
to live, love and life suffocate our
BECKY RANALLO
Jay Kalagayan
.take o!' the responsibility of being ·. minds. So much happens at once
·Features
an adult. We were responsible for that we often confuse ourselves .
BUSINESS MANAGER
Chad
Engelland
ourown actions. Life was better
and get lost in our own worlds.
M. ANDREW WADE
Copy Editor
when
we
turned
18.
We
sorriehow
The college experience slaps·
.ADVERTISING. MANAGER
Valerie Pliillips
became independent. Life was
us in the face with the simple fact
EMILY SANDER
Distribution·
perfect for a while. .
that we must grow up and face the
ADVISER
Jake Johnson
responsibility that the real world
Then for most of us it was
On-Line Editor
college. "Wow!" so many'of us
brings, quicker than we ever
MnmKAISER
Krista Sigler
thought. "Now life will really start imagined. But it happens this way
to pickup.· I'in on my
because college is designed to
The Xavier Newswire is published throughout the school year, except during vacation and final
..
etc
...
etc
...
etc
...
"
The
rush
a
make
it happen.
own
exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129.
The statements and opinio'ns of The Xavier N.,Wswire are no.t necessarily those of the student body,
freshman gets those first few
It's the place where responfaculty, or .administration of Xavier. Statements and opinions .of columnist do not necessarily
months of college is explosive.
sibility is practiced and mistakes
reflect those of editors or general staff. Subscription rates. are $30/year or $15/semester within the
So much freedom and so little
t~ach valuable lessons. College is
USA and are pro-rated. Subscription inquiries should he directed.to Andrew Wade, Business
. Manager (513-754-3130). Advertising inquiries should.be directed to John P. Glynn, Advertising
time. Life just can't get any
a controlled microcosm of the real·
Manager (513-745-3561). One copy of The XavierNei,v~wire, distributed to racks, .i.s free per •
better.
·
·
world, where dreams are visible .
· person per week; Additional copies may be purchased for 25~cents per copy. Xavier University is
an academic communit)' committed to equal opportunity for all persons regardless of age, sex, race,
That lasts for a little bit,
and boundaries aren't insunnount.
religion, handicap, ()f national origin.
Jhen the ultiinatemilestone iS right '. able barriers bl1t raiher, hand

to·

Life in the real world
r~quires/much ·practice

>·

"It's (college) the
place where
.responsibility is
practiced and
.mistakes teach
.valuable lessons."

-J.R.D.

.

drawn lines in the sand.
. That's not to say that all is
gained and nothing is lost Many
. of us have experience~ during
which a great deal'is lost. Steps
are taken out of the boundary and
some people wish they could take
them back For some of us it ·
· takes two or three trips over that .
· line to learn the limit. ·Bui: without
stepping over the boundaries we
would never grow. We always
.know that another chance is
always just aroundthe comer.
It certainly is not easy being
who we are. No one ever said it
was: ·No matter how confident,
we encounter struggles .. Our
challenges are unique. to us and
should be looked upon as opportunities to strengthen who we are.
We make mistakes. We suffer
from those setbacks. The trick is
learning from those mistakes.
This is why college is such a
crucial part oflife. It allows us to
make.those errors,·then gives us
the opportunity to learn. from our
mistakes;· This opportunity is not
always given to us in life.
We must make sure that we ·
.take advantage of those opportunitie.s to correct our mistakes, .
apologize if necessary, be honest
with others and ourselves.and
make the necessary adjustments.
It certainly is not always the easy
or popular way ofi:loing things,
but it usually is the best and most
beneficial.
Just like all the other once in
a lifetime events that pass us by
without stopping to_ cha,t,. college
is a time that will pass. But unlike
those other occasions, college will
gladly stay to talk. You just have
to realize who you are, what you
love, who's truly important to you
and how. you want to live your
life. Then stop long enough to
start the conversation.

Questioli.of tlteweeli·
.

"My favorite commercial was the one,
with the Nissans and the pigeons. The
birds·. went and played like they were
airplanes and tried to bit the Nissans."

TomBauer ·.
sophomore
Cincinnati

r., .. . ·,

funny."
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•Charleston, WV
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opinion that Tiger Woods has
Tiger Woods is on his way to
become the Muhammad Ali of
becoming a great player in golf
golf and has brought, and is
history arid will open many
taking the. game to new found
· clos.ed doors within the sport of
heights and definitely different
golf. Hell, he's already changed
places.
my mind about it not being a
Hell, I've never considered
sport.
golf a real sport until Tiger's
But as far as Tiger being
arrival, due to its inaccessibility.
"the chosen one" and depicted as
Besides playing Sega PGA
some great Messiah who will
and having dreams of little Te'tro impact nations, change.the
stacking six-figures on the golf
course of humanity by bringing
course for only a day's work, I
together people of all races,
could care les~ about the
religions and cultures, and
stereotypical old, fat, rich, white
ultimately achieving more for
man's sport.
humanity than any other person
But Tiger has changed the
in history, I too find this a bit
perception of golf, not to mention hard to swallow.
the increased viewership and
But my point is this: If all
added sponsorship. I now find
Earl Woods prophesizes for
myself watching attentively and
Tiger is that he unites everyone
getting to know other golfers as
regardless of race, color, creed,
well.. Because of Tiger, I've even religion and culture (or actually
tried my hand at the "sport." But
fulfills the dream) and envisions
after about four holes of literally
Tiger ultimately creating a world
throwing my ball down the
without prejudice, racism;
fairway to hit the green for a putt- ignorance, or any other
putt play, I concluded that I was a · prejudgmental attitudes, than
better watcher than a player and
what's wrong with that?
enjoyed the rest of my day
jumping hills in my golf cart.
Te'tro Amaro
AH this is to say, I believe
senior

In The Newswire article
''Tiger's dad lost in Woods,"
Steve Smith points out that
Sport's Illustrated Sportsman of
the Year, Tiger Woods, takes a
back seat to bis father, Earl
. Woods, in the spotlight. .
The elder Woods vividly
conveyed Tiger's upbringing,
life experiences and future.
prophecies of his son by saying
Tiger would bring the world asense of humanitarianism it has
never .witnessed.
The latter part of Earl
· Wood's revelations and
interpretations of Tiger;s
presence within the world is .
where Mr. Smith feels "Earl
Woods steps over the
boundaries'.' and that ''Tiger
Woods is not the chosen one."
.Jt is a very well known
:

Katie Garten

Natalie Quagliata
juriior
Clev<?land .

CarlDieso
junior ·•. ;, · , .
Baltimore, Md

TigerWoods
taking golf to
new heights

'

My favorite was the.Nissan one with
the pigeons. 'Butlguess that was
. ·.probably everyone's." .

. ,'Tue Bob Dole one. Because, 3fter
all that happened, it was really

"My favorite was. Uie Pepsi zone with
bearS.dancing. It kind of reminded me
of my roommate Tom. He's really
hairy, so I was kind of like, wow, bis
whole family is on TV."
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· Muskies butt Rams
. ':'
.

Dukes· dunk swimDlers
. . · ·. -Boththemell and wome11 Muskie.swimmers ended their
·· . ·•. home seru;on with l~sses to Duquesne ~t the c)•connor pool
last Saturday,
·.·
.. ·
. . ·.· .· · _· •,
.• ·. ·
· . ·. The-men's nieet came down to the final race, the 400
freestyle relay. The DiJlces took that finalrelay by a margin of
· .75 seconds, getting the seven points they needed to pull away, ·
winning 53-41. ·.
. ·. .
. .
. · .
Taking frrsts for the,Musketeerswere Dan Casey in the.
·
· 200 individual medley, Joe Liebold in the 200 butterfly, Jamie
Christman in both .the 50 and 100 freestyle and Andy Nixon in
the 500 free$tyle. · ·
·
The women fell 64-29, but did have some strong
individual· performances.
Therese Strickland finished on top in the 200 freestyle,
Jan Feichtner got afirst in the 1000 freestyle and 2()() butterfly .
and Alyssa Robbin~ got frrst in the 500 freestyle.
The team Ot;Nancy McDonald, April Meyers, Marcella .
.Broache and Feichtner finished second in the 400 freestyle .·
relay.
By Tom Decorte

Shooters_gunned down
Xavier' 8 rifle team dropped a meet this weekend at West
Virginia bya.teainscore ()f6193-6109. The Mountaineers are·
.. currently ranked first in the country while the Musketeers _·
check in at sixth. Duquesne, the 18th ranked team' in the
·. . .·
country, finishedwith a score of 5772. .
·
\vvu placed four shooters ahead of Xavier's best in the
· smallbore discipline. KarenJuziukled the Muskie.'s
· ·
sinallbore efforts with a score of 1156. Andrea Parker
finished with a score of l 150..
Xavier missed beating-WVU in _the air rifle by just seven
points. Parker led the Muskie/performance with a score of
386. Juziuk and Karen Alexander both registered scores of
385 in the event.
Sophomore Ted Rozman also shot well for Xavier. He
.. . .
· shot a personal best 1147 in the smallbore discipline. .
By Pete Holtennann .·.
:~

"; ~-·.

Last day:for Intramural sign;.ups
Today is the final day to register for the spring semester
. of intramural sports.
The Rec. Sports Department is sponsoring a number of
sports this semester, The ()fferings include four and three · ·
person basketball teams', three and six person volleyball teams
and floor hockey:
The sign-up period for these sports ends today. A
mandatory captain?s meeting will be held tomorrow. There is
·. a refundable $20forfeit fee required for each team. Entry
forms are available in the Sports Center..
A self-run, single~elimination racquetball tournament
will also be held this spring. Play will begin in early February.
· Questions on· any of these events should be directed to
Shawn at 745-2856.
.
.

By Pete Holtermann

Undermanned icers beatfoledo
The Xavier club hockey team pulled off an unlikely
victory last Saturday on the road against the Toledo Rockets
after dropping the frrst game of a home and home series.
The Muskies dropped the firstgame here in Cincinnati
Friday night 4-3.
However, only seven players made the trip up to Toledo
for the return game.
. Xavier shocked the Rockets by scoring a 7-6 victory
despite taking on a considerably deeper team~· The Rockets .
had a full roster of 24 players.

.

''·

Saturday, Feb. 1
Sunday, Feb. 2
Monday, Feb. 3

are

.
AU home games
iii bold·
All home women's basketball games are played at Schinidt Fieldhouse

-

,.

'·"

.
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The best of the West took on
the beast of the East in last night's
battle of the top Atlantic 10 teams,
Xavier and Rhode· Island.
The Musketeers came out
strong and looked renewed as they
dealt the Rams a 91-79 loss.
Xavier ups their record to 5-2 in
the A-10 ( 14-3 overall) to retain
the top spot in the West.
Rhode Island fell to 6-2 in
tlie conference and 12-6 overall.
The Rams are now a game behind
St Joseph's in the loss column in
the A~IOEast.
The Muskies had their work
cutout for them in the game.
Xavier has·struggled <igainst
explosive offensive players of
late; Ram point guard Tyson
turned everything up another
Wheeler presented a potential
notch. They continued to play
problem, coming into the game
strong defense and attack the .
averaging 16.2 points and 6.1
boards, and were able to improve
assists per game.
their shooting.
XU was also looking to
· The game stayed close for
have a break out game after recent the opening minutes ofthe second
half.. With 17:45 left, the score. ·
struggles. The Musldes had been
plagued by poor shooting.and high wa8 tied at 39. But then XU took
turnover rates in the past six
over.
games.
.
The Muskies slowly built a
Xavier averaged 22 tuni~.
lead over the Rams, and assumed
overs and 47.3 percent shooting in of control of the game. Xavier
the six game stretch that saw ·xu. pulled ahead by to with five a half
break even at 3-3~
minutes to play, and never let the
The game against the Rams, .Rams pull within single digits for
however, provided an opportunity ·. ·the res~ of the game. ···
for the Musketeers to boost their
Xavier really stepped up the
defense on the Rams, in particular
confidence.
Xavier still didn't look
against Wheeler. He made just
five of 15 shots, and missed alf .
extremely sharp in the fast half,
but the Muskies. shC>wat more·,
five of his ihree-point attempts, to
spirit than they did in Saturday's
end with 13 points.
''We did a good job on him
loss to Duquesne. XU came out
fired up and it h~lped to build an
of keeping the basketball out of
his hands," said Muskie head
eru:ly lead. .
.
.·
.
.The Musketeers opened up
coach Skip Prosser.
the game with a _six point run, ...
The Musketeers dominated
the rebounding in the game..· XU
reminiscent ()f the starts to the
games during their_ 10 game ... :.
outrebounded the.Rains 40-23 ..
· ·· James Posey led the.Musketeers
winning streak that began the
·.with nine boards, and fourplayers
season.
Xavier went up by nine
grabbed six~ .
points on the Rains twice in the
Prosser credited the
first half. Rhode Island fought ·
· Muskies' effort for the rebounding
back, however, and took a 33-31
edge against the bigger URI
lead with 39 seconds left in the ·
squad. "If'they~re bigger than we
half.
are, then we're. going to have a
A late Jay-up by Lenny .
hard time keeping them off the
Brown gave XU the lead heading
boards," said Prosser. "Butif ·
into the locker room, 34-33.
we're quicker than they are, they
In the second half, Xavier
should have an equally tough time

79

91

Leading XU scorer:
Gary Lumpkin - 24
Leading XU rebounder:
James Posey·_ 9
keeping us off the boards. Hence
it balances, and comes down to
effort."
_Xavier also regained some
of the scoring form that had
seemingly disappeared since the
early-s~ason streak. XU shot 55
percent in the gami;:, and the 91
· points are the most they have
scored since the Dayton game..
Gary Lumpkin, who had
been struggling of late, tossed in a
game-high of 24 points .. Torraye
Braggs.added 20, hitting 12 of his
14 free throw attempts,· Lenny
Brown added 19 for Xavier.
Xavier took better care of
the ball in the game. The Musketeers committed 19 turnovers, but
· only six in the second half..
Though several of the
turnovers were unforcCd, many of ·
them were a result of the quick
pace of the game.
Sophomore Darnell Williams; who has started every game
for the Muskies this season, did
not start because of a knee sprain
he incurred while leaping over the
· presstables in Saturday'sgame ·
· against Duquesne; •· .
· ...
. Posey started in his place,
but Williams did.play for 16
minutes in the contest, and had ·
nine points and six rebounds.
The.win was big for
Xavier's confidence entering the
heart of the A.,.10 schedule;
''We've looked flat the past couple
of games," srud Braggs .. "Our
.goalwas to come out and get
some respect for ourselves."

A-lo Men's Sta
West Divisioii
.&J AisiOn

R~ ~am>, . Record

Team

5-2·''~""":":.,,,;.;«·

Coming Up.
•Women's Basketball at Temple at 7 p.m.
•Swimming against Wright State and Wittenberg at ·
Wright State at 6 p.m.
•Women's Basketball vs. St. Joseph's; 12:30 p.m.
•Men's Basketball at Massachusetts at 2 p:m. on
ABC-WCPO (Ch. 9)
•Rifle vs. Ohio State at noon
. •Men's Basketball at LaSolle at 7:30 p.m.

.
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Musl{iestrY to regainearly~Sea.sOnfotm•

....
.
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.
.
,.
.
points
~ame
froni
behind
the
BY PETE HoLTERMANN
three-point arc.
·
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Though Xavier pulled outa
Coming into last night's ·
triple~oyertime win against Akron
game againstRhodeisland, the.
in December, the performance of
Musketeers· w.ere looking for
Zips' guard Jimall BalUs .worth
answers. After ~record lo~O start,
noting. The freshman poured in
Xavier has faltered oflate, ·
44 points, including seven threedropping three of the last six
pointers in 50 minutes of play.
games, includirigtwo in the
Xavier must now find a way
Atlantic 10 Conference ...
to . prevent people from having
The losses have dropped the
such incredible nights· against
Muskies to 20th in the AP Poll
them. ·Prosser.feels the Muskies.
and 19th in the USA Today/CNN
mustwork harder denying the big
Coaches Poll:
guns the ball in order to keep them
On Saturday; Xavier was ..
off the scoreboard. "We need to
defeated by a fiesty Duquesne
learn how to play great players
squad. The Dukes never relented,
before they get the ball, because ·
and took advantage of the after they get the ball, it's too late.
oppurtunites Xavier afforded them
"We're obviously very
for the 78-70 win.
disappointed by the loss," said
Last Thursday,· Xavier
Prosser. "Our effort iii some ways
pulled out a win in Washington
was good, but our decision
D.C. XU beat George Washingmaking was not'good."
ton by a final tally of 62-61. ·.
Duquesne dominated the
·
Saturday's loss was a tough
first half with hot shooting.
one for Xavier. The Musketeers
Xavier, on the other hand, made
looked flat in the first half, as if
just six field goals in the half, and
fatigued from the GW game and
only three over the final 15
the travel that had occ\irred less
minutes of the half. The Dukes ·
than 48hours before~the game
went into the lockerroom with. a
with the Dukes.
43-29 lead.. ·
. The lbss typified everything
"I don't think we were.ready.
that has beena problem for Xavier
· photo by Soren Bakta·
to play in the first half," said
of late; Turnovers, poor shooting
Sophomore forward James Posey made his first career start
Xavier's Lenny Brown. "We just
and a struggling defense cost XU
Thursday's 62-61 win over George Washington.
have to come outready to play.''
the game against the Dukes.
Brown led Xavfor with 22 points,, check~ however; They combined
play during a timeout; but had to
The Muskies committed 26
. . Xavier lookeda little
.·for just 33 points and 10 rebounds
use another when Xavier's ·
turnovers in thegame; including
in the game.
defense almost forced a five
sharper in the.second half•. but.it
16in the first half alone. Turnwasn't enough. The Muskies
Koul played just eight
second violation;
overs are a major trouble spot for
slowly chipped away at the ..
minutes in the firsthalf after two
Rogers got the ball and set
XU right now. TheMusides tum
quick fouls three and a half·.
up the GW offensefor:a final shot.
Duquesne lead. With 8:15 lefti~
the ball over an average of 20.6
minutes irito the game; He scored He drove the lane with time
the game, Xavier was down 62,,,
times per game. Defensively,
53,.but they embarked on a
just six points and had no re~.
running out and dished to J.J.
however, Xavier is forcing 22.4
trademark spurt over the next four . bounds iri the first half.
·
Brade. Brade went up for a shot
turnov1<rs, but the Dukes Jost the
minutes to knot the game at 62
·in the lane, but Braggs blocked it
Braggs; Kevin Carr, T.J.
ball only 19 times.
· before the Dukes used a 20 second Johnson and James Posey all were from behind;
Xavier's shooting, and the
timeout.
strong for Xavier inside; ·The
The Colonials got the ball
offense in general~.stru.ggled
The game stayed close down Musketeers were able to
back under their own basket with
against Duquesne's zone defense.
the stretch, and was tied at 67 with outrebound GW 27-25~ ··
one·tiCkleft on the clock. Rogers
Xavier shot 45 percent from the"
less than two minutes to play. But
Posey started the game at
inbounded the ball to Koul at the
then it was all Dukes. A center for XU. It was the first
free throw line .. Johnson; Posey
.pair of Duquesne steals
time this season Prosser had ·
and Carr all converged and got a
. and several. missed shots changed struters. Posey got tlte
piece of the ball to knock it away
nod over Torraye Braggs because
as the horn sounded to give XU
by Xavier let the Dukes
pull away for the 78-70
Braggs came late to team
the wifi,
final.
meeting.
· ·· Brown and Lumpkin led
Torraye Braggs
The change did not seem to · Xavier's scoring efforts with· 12
stepped up for Xavier
affect the Muskies, Posey had six
apiece~ Johnson added 10 to the
with 11 points and 13
points and six rebounds in 32 ·
· offensive effort.
rebounds. Xavier outminutes. Braggs pfayed 34
Xavier will hit the road this
rebounded the Dukes
minutes, scoring eight points and
weekend for a pair of games. On ·
40~21.
pulling down eight rebounds.
Saturday, Xavier will be in
The game came down to the Amherst, Mass. to.take on
Last Thursday,
final play to give Xavier the win; . · · Massachusetts who is 10-9 and 4Xavier withstood a
strong second half surge XU took the lead 62-61 \Vith 1:24
2 in the A-10.
·froin George WashingUMass \Vas rated first in the
left in the game when Posey put
· ·country last season when the two
ton. to win; 62-61.
back a missed Muskie shot.
The Musldes, who
teams met atthe Cincinnati
GW came down the floor ·
are seemingly at a sizeGardens.
and worked for an operi shot
. disadvantage in every
In the memorable game,
Point guard Shawnta Rogers, \vho
game, had to contend
Xavier took the Minutemen into
stands just 5-4; attempted to drive
with George
overtime in front of a national
to the basket. However, he met
Washington's big men.
television audience before losing
Johnson andlostthe balL Rogers
GW starts Alexander
was called for a charge on the play the game 78-74.
Koul at center and
because Johnson, who had four
The nation will get to
Yegor Mescheri~kov at
fouls, held his ground.
witness· the rematch· as .ABC
power forward.
(WCP0-9) televises the game at 2
Xavier came down the floor
Koul stands 7~1.
p.m.
and c~lled a 20 second timeout
· On Monday, Xavier will be
with 36 seconds left in th.e game
and is averaging 17 .1
and just 16 left on the shot clock. . in Philadelphia to take on LaSalle.
points and 8.6 rebounds
·per game.
· With 20 seconds left on the
The Explorers are 7-8 overall, and
clock, Xavier attempted 'a shot but 2-3 in the A- IO. ·
Mescheriakov is 6-7,
photo by Soren Baker and averages 16.5 ppg
missed. A double-dribble call
Freshman bonnie Carr is
against Xavier with 18.9 seconds
LaSalle's top player this season,
Torraye Braggs (above), along with the other Xavier big men were instrumental and 6.8 rpg.
)favier was able to left gave GW the. ball back.
·
averaging 25.8 points per game
in last Thursday's win over George Washington .. The Muskies outreboundecf. the
hold
the
big
men
in
·
The
Colonials
planned
their
for
the Explorers.
.
Colonials27-26 despite having considerably less height.
.
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field in the game;-butJiist,$.5, ·
percent in the first half.. , <:--·-.:
Duquesne foul trouble kept
Xavier in the game by sending the
Musketeers to the .Iirie 31: times, .
where Xavier.connected: 22 times.
In one stretch fo the first
half, Xavier wenhvithout a field
goal for 10:3 L .The Muskies still
managed to put 10 points on the
·board from the charity stripe. ·
"Their zoi;ie stymied us,"
said Xavier head ~oach Skip
Prosser .. "We didn'texecute at all
what we were trying to do
offensively."
. Duquesne's offense was red
hot in the first half. The Dukes
shot 54 percent from the field,
including connections on eight of
12 three-pointers:
Leadfog the way for the
Dukes was guard Tom Pipkins.
He hit a number of difficult shots
from long range enroute to scoring
a game-high 30. He was IO for 16
from the field, including hitting
six of 10 three-point attempts.
For Xavier, Pipkin' s hot
hand was frustrating for two
reasons. Obvim1~ly the Muskies
were upset to have lost the game.
But Pipkins is the fourth player ·
this year to have an unbelievable
game against Xavier.
In Xavier's previous two
losses; one man .with a hot hand
haS finished off the Muskies:
·In Dayton, senior transfer
point guard DarnellHoskins had a
career night. .He scored 30 points,
inclliding severhl clutch shots, to
lead theFlyers over Xavier for
. XU's first Joss oftl)e season'.
·Against Tulane, it was .
Jerald Honeycutt who put Xavier
away with phenomenal shooting.
Honeycutt missed only one shot in
the second half, and connected on
16 of his 22 attempts for the game.
Eighteen of his game~high 38
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·Women's future look taking., shape
BY .ToM DECORTE_-">:·"" ·.· . Palmer dished out four
. They are both a perfect fit with
.. :-THE XAYIBR NE~s\:VIR'E .. < -~sists· ip both the.St. Bo~aventure our strengths and our philosophy."

.

· .·.. :>/' - --' .

-The Mosketeer ~omen's

- - and Fordhatn conte'sts.and only

.turned the ball over three times in
basketbllUt~afu suffered two .
--that_span. - . . . . .
..
'- tough losses to confereitcefivals · .- ___ .- .- "lthi~k coach.is really
this·. ~eek,, bµtfans ·got glimpse
lo,oiqngto how hard players are
of the future ()f-;the team. ' -' :workingill practice' andp'erform,' - . -With aJ9-pointfoss ()~the )ngin the games; sol guess that's
arrexample," said Kim Hotz.
road to St. Bonaventure and 6055 def~atagaii1st Fordham, the _
. _ Paimer said,"ldon't really
MusketeerS'fell ti:> 5-12 oil the.· . have.any individual goals for
·· season and 1~7in Atlantic 10 play.. myselfright now, they're all team
. .·.- . -. XU, struggled from three
based. -I treat every game like it's
point range in both games
my fast and try to win that one
shooting combined i6 percent
game."
- '
',_
from lOng distance in their two
The Musketeers have al~o
contests last week:·
signed _two recruits from the high
..-•· . AgainstF~rdham,junior• . school ranks.
·
_
Connie Hafi1berg iedXµ with 17
-. , Thep~ir of new recruits
poi11ts•andNikki Kremer had 10. · feature strong post games and
figure to·ptay a prominent tole
. . : .Thf; week was highlighted:
by the .insertion of freslunanK.T.
immediately. Jennifer Phillips is a
Palmeriri,to.the starting lineup.
6~2_center out of Eiida (OH) High,
.Palrrier, a 5~6.pointguard
She averages 17 points and:11
froin AiCron; hasseen limited
rebounds a game andrecently·
actiC>ri much of the season, but
scored her 1,000th point. ·The
aftera sblid performance' ()ff the
-. other newcomer will be Erin •
Senser, a 6-1 forward/center from
. benchagain_st Bonaventure and
contintied·impro:vement iir
.
Westerville (OH) North High.
prac_:tite, she gotthe start against
Both players-were memb~rs of
the Rarris,·repl!lcing
frosh
Ohio Girls Basketbi:iUMagazine's
Tina Greer.': · -- . .
. .
top.150juniors last season; ..
"I think I bring a lOt of
·"Both ofihese players have
emotion to the floor, especially in
the ability to make an impact on
the transition game," said Palmer. . our program immediately," said
"It's not that Tina's not
Xavier head coach Melanie
. doing a good job, but I guess Balcomb: "Their strengths lie in
Coach (Balcomb) felt we needed a their versatility, with each able to
challl!e." Palmer said.
.Play more than one position.

a

a

a

follow

The Muskies lose post
players Sheila Flintand Kristie
Stuckenberg to graduation this
year.
.
Senior Jenny Rauh reached
an individualmilestone this week,
becoming the eleventh XU woman
to reach the 1,000 point mark.
Rauh broke the mark during her
team~leading 22 point effort over
St. Bonaventure.
She is averaging 9.6 points a
game coming off the bench for the
Muskies this season.
"I'm happy about (the
record), but I'd trade in all those
points for some wins right now,"
saic1 Rauh.
_ Xavier hopes to get their
first A-10 road win wh~n they
travel to Philadelphia to face
Temple University tomorrow. The
Owls are 7-11 on the year and 2-6
in the conference with wins over
Rhode Island and Virginia Tech.
"lt'.s not like we aren't
working hard, so we have to keep
plugging away and eventually
we'll get some wins," said Hotz.
The Muskies then return
home to the Fieldhouse for a
conference game against St.
Joseph~s- on Saturday at 12:30
p.m. . : Xavier gets a break from'
their'conference foes next
' Tuesday when' the Thunderbirds
of Southern Utah University visit.
Game time is 7 p.m .

.CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
If you're a freshman or
tuition, most books_ and
sophomore with good
.fees,plus$150peischciol
grades,apply now-for a
month. Theyalsopayoff
three-,year .or two-year · with leadership expeirischolarship from Army -ence andofficercredenROTC. Army ROTC
-~!!!!!l!oo...
tials impressive to
scholarships pay
future employers.

ARMY . ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE_ COURSE YOU CAN -TAKE For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call
745-1062

.,.,,;:···

photo by Soren Baker

K.T. Palmer (above) sparked thewomeri's team this week with her
- aggressive point guard play. Palmer and the Muskies travel to
Philly to. hunt down the Temple Owls tomorrow.

DllER.!IOftl.! IJ1"'la. XU Players deliver.'Shrew'
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(continued from page 1)

BSA 'Spotlight'
This Friday and Saturday, BSAwill present
"Into the Spotlight," a collection of short plays
written, directed, produced and performed by
Xavier students.
Both performances will begin at 8 p.m. in the
University Center Theatre.
Admission is $2 for students, $3 for faculty
, and $4 for the general public.
The show features a total of eight short works
with diverse subject matter.
"Love American Style," written by Jay
Kalagayan (who is also the show's producer),
depicts the uns.table love life of an insecure,
unassertive young woman.
"Custom Made," written by Jay Kalagayan, is
a comic piece about parents-to-be in a futuristic
setting in which they are able to design their child.
Heather Martin's "Standard Outcue" is about
a young man and a young woman whose relationship has just ended.
"Empty Rage" by Jay Kalagayan presents an
incident between a black man and a white man and
the stereotypes each holds about the other.
Keaven Podgorski's poem "Guest of Honor"
details the lynching of a young black man.
"Final Rights" by Podgorski is a monologue
in which the speaker expresses his feelings about
the murder of his lover, who was killed because
others disapproved of their lifestyle.
·"Library Frustrations" by Mark Kersting is an
abstract piece which uses sounds to convey the
,
frustrations of a group of students. ·
''AW01pan Speaks" is an adaptation ofBeah
Richards' play, ''A Black Woman Speaks."
. . . In the.piece, a black woman tells a white. .
woman that white women have also been slaves;
they simply have not realized their submissive
state.
,
Friday's performance will be followed by a
reception.Saturday's performance will feature Xavier's
Gospel Choir.
Persons seeking more information can call
.Tay Kalagayan at 861-7356.

Hit tl1e clubs soon
The following shows will be held at Bogart's:

·•Friday: Social Distortion with Supersuckers.and ·
Swingin' Utters.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m., the show begins at 8:30
p.m.
Tickets are $15.
• Saturday: High School Band Challenge.
Doors open at 7 p.m., the show begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6.75.
· • Sunday: The Lost Boyz.
Doors open at 7 p.m., the show begins at 8 p.m.

Errrrrrrrrrrrrrrrata
The photo accompanying the "XU 'Contemporary' art" on page 12 was credited to Amanda
Adamczyk.
Jackie Glaser took the photo.

In contrast to Kate's·
''shrewish" personality, Petruchio
is an outgoing, fun-foving
·
character. He also happens to b~
looki~g for a wife.
After meeting Kate,
Petruchio decides to beat her at
her own game. He begins to treat
Kate and others around him in the
malevolent way she treats people.
In so doing, he hopes to make her
understand the error of her ways.
Petruchio's scheme works:
Kate begins to notice how harshly
he behaves, and she begins to
soften.
The play brings up issues of
control and trust in male/female
relationships.
In the Players' rendition of
the classic, the story is set around
the turn of the century· during the
women's suffrage movement, and
Kate is a feminist.
"In a way, this sort of
tempers the.idea that she's just a
witch," said Cathy Springfield,
who is directing the play. "She's
Sarah Dane and Chris Dake starin the Xavier Players' rendition of
a woman with a cause, and she's
Shakespeare's-"Taming of the Shrew."
oppressed."
"We're making her a lot
more human," Dane said. "She's
establish the period of the setting .. version in that the "play within the
not just a shrew with no heart;
In addition, Jim Hart of
play" presented in the classic text
She has a cause and reasons for
Xavier's music department will
has been eliminated in the interest
acting the way she does."
underscore the play with ragtime
of brevity.
"Another reason we set the · muslc, which emerged around the
"I think that it will be easy
play during this period is that we
beginning of the 20th century.
for students to embrace the
wanted to look at where women
·language in the show because
The set reflects three
were a century ago as we begin to Italianate buildings of Cincinnati.
Shakespeare is so timeless," Dane
enter the next," Springfield said.
said. "The issues raised are
The Players' rendition of
Costumes designed by·
human issues that everyone can
"Taming of the Shrew" also
Kathy Magistrelli will help to ·
relate to."
deviates from· Shakespeare's

Museum f roots realistic rex
BY SAM MANDT
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

"The Dinosaurs of
Jurassic Park" exhibit at the
Cincinnati Museum Center
brings several of the dinosaurs
featured in the film "Jurassic
Park" to Cincinnati from Feb. 1
· through April 27.
Also featured in the
exhibit are fossils from these
prehistoric·reptiles, and actual
props used in the making of the
movie.
In the "Jungle" area of the
exhibit, visitors come face to
face with replicas of dinosaurs
used in "Jurassic Park," seeing
for themselves just how large
the creatures really were.
Featured, among others,
are the 20-foot tall and 40-foot
long tyrannosaurus rex, and the
much celebrated velociraptor,
the highly intelligent, humansized predator.
·
There are six other
dinosaurs on display in this area
of the exhibit.
The dinosaurs recreated
for this exhibit are as they
appeared in the film, not as how
they would have actually
appeared, and the velociraptor is
the best example of this.
The "raptor" in the film

was approxi. mately six feet
tall, and was
intellectually
gifted.
Fossil
evidence
shows that the
predator was
actually about
the size of a
wolf, and less
intelligent
thanan ·
ostrich.
The
evidence at the
exhibit shows
what scientists
have to work
"The Dinosaurs of Jurassic Park" at Cincinnati
with when
Museum Center features a tyrannosaurus rex.
·attempting to
reconstruct
these dinosaurs, and gives
the exhibit in 1993.
visitors a feel for how difficult a
It has since traveled to
task this is.
museums across the country.
There are several standing
Ticket prices for the
skeletons on display, as well as
exhibit are $5.50 for adults and
· some fossils embedded in earth.
'$3.50for children (ages 3-12).
Alongside the dinosaurs
Discounts are available
and the scientific evidence are
for those visiting the OMNIMAX
props used in the making of the
theater that day.
The exhibit is open
. movie, recreations of the sets
Monday through Thursday,
and special effects from "Jurassic Park."
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Fridays·
Steven Spielberg donated
and Saturdays, from 9 a.m. to 9
these props to The Dinosaur
· p:m.; and Sundays from 11 a.m.
Society and used them to create
to 6 p.m.

Jackson, Rhimes thrill Dayton
.BY JEFF DAVIS
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Country superstar Alan
Jackson opened the 1997 portion
of his tour Friday toa sold"out ·
crowd at Dayton'sNutter Center
and brought Leann Rhimes, one of
the most promising country
singers ever, with him.
Jackson usually brings
mediocre opening acts with him
like his past two visits to Cincinnati, which saw The Mavericks
and Emilio warm the audience up.
year, however, 14year-old singing sensation
Rhimes, nearly stole the show
from Jackson.
It was not even a year ago
that Rhimes broke into the charts
with her first single and now she
has audiences begging for more.
· The teen' s vocal ability was
chillingly powerful at times,
especially when she performed,
the Righteous Brother's "Unchained Melody."
She also won over concertgoers with her performances of
her chart-topping songs, "Oneway Ticket" and "Blue."
When Rhimes was finished
performing, the audience wanted
more, so Rhimes came back and
honored her fans by singing "I
Will Always Love You."
Most people would be
happy just to see Rhimes perform,
but on this night they got their
money's worth and more, because
minutes after Rhimes completed

This

photo by Jeff Davis

Alan Jackson looks like a country singer. imagine that.

her set, Jackson came strolling on
stage and broke into his trademark
song, "Chattahoochee'." ..
. It took a while for the
Newnan, Ga, native to warm up
and at times, he looked tired and

worn-out.
· However, once he started
performing his,.new songs like
"Everything I Love," "Little
Bitty" and "Between the Devil
and Me," he slid back into the

typical Jackson persona that fans
have grown to love.
Jackson went on to perform
songs that have made him one of
country's most popular performers.
Tunes like "Gone Country,"
"Chasin' that Neon Rainbow" and
"Don't Rock the Jukebox," were
among the many Jackson pulled
from his arsenal ofNo. l hits.
Jackson did his best to play
as many of his hits as he could.
At one point, he pulled his
band, "The Strayhorns," up to the
front of the stage and performed
abbreviated unplugged versions of
a few of his songs.
By the end of the night,
Jackson had sung for nearly twohours, which included a two-song
encore of "Mercury Blues" and
his new sµre-to-be No. 1 f?Ong,
"Who's Cheatin' Who."
The only problems with the
concert was the poor planning and
the facilities of the Nutter Center.
Traffic leading up to the
concert was a mess and concert
. -goers had to park almost a mile
away from the arena and be
bussed to the facility.
However, the inconveniences did not take away from
Jackson's·or Rhimes' performances.
Jackson has already become
somewhat of an icon in country
music and continues to dazzle fans
across the country.
Rhimes, in her own right, is
writing her story that is sure to
result in a very happy and

profitable ending.
. Jackson and Rliimes will
continue to tour throughout 1997.
As for a stop in Cincinnati,
Jackson's camp says there's a
possibility for a show in the fall of
this year.

Cincinnati's R&B Renaizzance
BY TE'TRO AMARU
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The R&B trio Renaizzance
are among the new talent revamping the Cincinnati music scene on
their self-titled album.
Members Charles "Chazz''
Reese Jr., Kermit "KQ" Quinn II
and newcomer Angelo Durham
have successfully combined their
musical talents and the influences
of gospel and classical trained
opera backgrounds to.create an
enjoyable collection of tracks for
all listeners.
After a bumpy and frightening beginning, the group has
obtained a new label, Xavier
University graduate Tyrone Hill's
All Net Records; a new member,
Durham; and a new sensational
album to make their rebirth
official.
Since releasing their single
"Intimate Thoughts" in October,
which spent 15 weeks on Bill. board magazine's "Hot R&B ·
Singles" 9hart, the group has
continued to unleash its vocal
talents over the airwaves of the
nation.
.

For those of you in a coma
who missed the ear-satisfying
debut single, it contained beautiful
harmonies backed by a blend of
keyboards and synthesizers an.d an
outstandingly placed saxophone.
The group's second single
release, "Slow Jam," was written
by the infamous Kenneth
"Babyface" Edmonds (along with
the group's manager/producer Sid
Johnson), and it is among
Billboard's "Hot 100 Singles."
"Slow Jam" is an old classic
originally performed by Midnight
Star, but it is given a new sense of
direction under Re_naizzance.
The group members
interchange the lead and bridges
over this track to reveal to the
world that they all have a vocal
gift and that they are able to blow
with anyone out there.
Some other notables are:
"Gotta Get My Groove On" (a
funky, laid-back track), "IntoxiThe members of Renaizzance like to enjoy a chair with each other when they'rd)iot·recording.
' . ,, ...
cate Me" (featuring rapper Sugar
Daddy Shaft) and "Don't Leave
A Dying Man."
out for and see.what happens next.
Renaizzance definitely is
Me"'(a soulful, heart-rendering
Th~y'll definitely 'sneak up
. Masterfully led by Durham, awarded "Flavor" on the flavor
ballad).
this cut goes in the books as a new scale~
on you with their tight harmonies
But the best selection is
. classic to be replayed over and
and instrumental blends, so don't
The trio is one of those
delivered through the uptempo
over again.
. groups that you just have to watch sleep on them.
soft ·sounds of "If I Were
'
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EARN $11,500
THIS SUMMER
WHAT'S THE CATCH?
Must: work hard and w01·k smart,
be willing to work 40-70 Hrs/Wk,
have own vehicle, have good
previous work experience, be a
leader, excellent communication
skills. We provide management
training and support to show you
UPS NEEDS YOU
how to run you·r own University
UPS. needs You to work part
Painters franchise (N9'PAINTI~G
, time evenings from 5pm-9:30 pm,
REQUIRED) this summer in your
hometown or elsewhere, ·For det~ils ·. Monday~Friday. You must have
excellent ma,th skills and your own
call 1-800-390-4848 ext'. 182
transportation. This job is located
near the· Sharon Road exit and pays
$7.00/hour. CALL NORRELL
SERVICES at 366-4300.

'

~ ~":::'~

cLASS1EEttEDs .·
FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities, & groups.
Any campus organization can raise
. up to $1000 by earning a whopping
'_$5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext.65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT

·
.
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FLORIDA SPRING
BREAK
Panama City! Room with a
kitchen near bars $119! Daytonabest location $139! Florida's new
hotspot-Cocoa Beach Hilton $169!
springbreaktravel. com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6
Days $279! Includes all meals,
parties & taxes! Great beaches &
nightlife! Leaves from
Ft. Lauderdale!
springbreaktravcl.com
1-800-678-6386

CANCUN, & JAMAICA
Spring Break Specials! 7
nights air.& hotel from $429. Save
'
.
. $150 on food, drinks & free parties!
.Class(icds arc $.25.pc.rword with a·$5.00.mi11imun.1:
.· 111 % lowest price guarantee!
_-_· .. ,. To placc·).'Qill!:'lassil'iclf.'cal!'ihc ·
'. · "· springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

· ··

ad'vcrlising Licparlrncnt at 745-3561
·-··-··:...:. ... -... - - .... ~.:.... - .......:.............-.~-.:... .. _,_, .........--~·-·····
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ACQUIREt>
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THE Crossword

""-;A~C~R~O~S~S;--~~-;:;:::;;;2:::;;3:::;:4;::::::;;;:;;;::;:6;::::::;.1;:::~a:::;;9=:::::;:;;;:::::;;;;::;;;;:;1~3=;
1 Cryloudly
5 Sorrow
10 House, In Jerez
14 Cleveland's lake
15. · - Lucy" (TV
· rerun) ·
16 - arms (vary
· angry)·
17 Dancer Pavlova
18 Troubled
· 19 Have confidence
20 Interfere

22;.....;.weu··

24Adlrection
26 Dried out
27 Meant by implication
31 Feeding trough
35 Winglike part
36 Flower part
38 Filched
39 Hoarfrost
· 41 Piece of turf

43
44
46
· 48

'i!>LE'..C~ ~ \'I'\

-r,(l..c;:o of .._L.1"'t"~E

ft.IG\l> ·

o,J ft."-t>IO S"1'A1'10,JS I
C.1-ASSIC. fl.oC.l<j '(OIJNC,.
GO IJ l'l"'t"P,. "( j -t"o p "\ 0 •

,A.t."1'!_~l'IA"f"1 'I! j E:'As~

l-IS".fe'.rJ1rJc.;

At)IJL.j

C.O,.J1"!1".\loP..A,.P,,'(•

· \..\'1-fs of "'l"HE'',os'•
SOoiJ w~ 't. i.. ·\.\Av'E
W .t).o .A,. ''ALL.
'loup.. ~A'llOfl\.'TfE:'
H1-rs S'< AL·L .
of" 'iovfl..
f'A-loR. t"'t"£

'DEAD . .

P£0P1-E"!. ·
1'"!-\15 15 R(~LL.'(

JI.IS,- A "'(!S'' OR
"1110" Q\JE'S"f1or.J •. •

u

~ ~

t

11

35

39.
44

Shoe part

67

Occurrence
Cut into cubes
Caesar of old

70

TV

? (l..o ufl.1'-1"\/"\ 1,J e:.

14

C 1996 Tribune Media Sorvloits, Inc.
All righls , _ . , . i .

49 Passover meals
51 Identity
. 53 Crucifix
55 -majesty
56 Sock pattern
58 Like corduroy
62 Et - (and others)
63 Violin name
66 Indian language·
67 City in Poland
68 French painter
69 Cafe au :__ . .
70 Dueling sword
71 Foe
72 ABA mem.

10 Undertows
11 Mimicked
12 Farm structure
13 "Have you -wool?."
·
21 Kingdom In Asia
23 Times . ·
·25 Lukewarm
27 Concerns
28 Oil sourcs
29 Called
30 Bette or
. Jefferson
32 Web~footed bird
33 Famed New
Yark island
DOWN ·
34 Hollow stems
37 Not widespread
· 1 .Girder ·.
· · 2 English compos~ 40 Give power to
42 Reeklessness
er ·
3 Gale
45 Actor Donahue
. 4 Healiy. · ·. . . 47 Mr.Amaz
. ·5 Dispossessed . ·. 50 Console
6 Cry at bullfights 52- Mass ofinter" ·
7 Smoked salmon . . stellar dust
54 Evil spirit
8 Kilns
56 Drooping
9 Cash In

-ANSWERS

57
59
60
61

Travel on
Unruly child
Revise a text
Tax

62 Tankard contents
64 Exist
65 Male animal
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b119gin' you?
'

'

English

'

Unlike other language
·classes
programs, Berlitz will actually as low as $499
have you speaking and widerstanding English right from
your very first class. .The
Berlitz method is proven to
be the fastest, most effective
and enjoyable way to learn
English. And with a choice of .
private and grcmp instruction,
it's al~o affordable. caqtoday
for yoiir free consultation.
Cincinnati
580 Walnut Street

we

got the

lly•swatter.I
Get your views .in print. Call
745-3607 to find out about ·
writing for the Newswire.

mm
..

''

(5°13) -381 ·4650

'

~

© 1997 Berlitz Languages, Inc . .__,...._ _ _ _ ____.

fjatfieryc roses wliife ye may-

'l1ie semester's stiffaffyin' .
.Jlntftliis same tit rag tftatsmifes iotl~y
'l'omomnv wi{{ 6e ayin.

-._Manager-In-Training Program
.

S'VCB!M.Irf'fo 'l!Jl!E Jl_t'/!JPE!J{}l'EV!M

, .

I

.I

Open to 3-5 previousfy unimagina6fe
creative worli§,

The FACS Group, Inc. provides financial, credit, and
admj · ··''"~' ·ve services for all divisions of Federated .
De~.~
· Stores, Inc., including Macy's, Lazarus
and';
~ale's. We're looking for results-oriented
. and SlJQ!;:,M/;~~f,OCUSed individuals to help lead US into
'
•
the 21st c ''iiC": '/!',': $•'. •

Challe ·
('Forliafling once fost yourprime

. .;'.'fself with a Winning Strategy

If you posse s strong leadership abilities and excellent interpersonal ski!ls, then FACS will
sive classroom and on-theprovide you with a challenging career. Our program includes e
job training and rotations in some of the following areas:

'l'Ou mayfor~rtany.

•
•
•
...
•

Credit Marketing
Finance
Human R~sources
Credit Granting
Collectio·n

Pre-Ni"1t~ ~r~sentation

·Xavier University
3800 Victory Pkwy
Cincinnati, OH 45207-4446

. ~ate:.~\·.,,i~;;'(:·y;·~~J>ruary 12, 1997 ·
Tune., . >._,,,.,;~30 p.m.
-. . .
Location;('.··g~ Room· University· C.enter
...
Interviews ;}·· , . .
Date:
~¢6' ·· . . . 13, 1997
. Sign up at,'.t~~·tY{f . .· .
CareerSerfiCes:-.Office •.
,·

or Hinkle Hall Box I 09
call X8481 with questions

l

. -_Equal
0
" • . ''

•
•

_If you are graduating thfs Spring and are ready forthe next move, we will be on campus the
following dates (pre-registration with the Career Services Office required):

The English Dept.

~··

elemarketing
one·Ordering
ms Development · .

In return for your creativity, drive, entrepreneurial. ·•:;.;::pnd management skills, we offer a
competitive salary, outstanding benefits, and a cas4al, reTaxed atmosphere that encourages
individual success and achievement.

send to
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